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An expression to summarize MYSC’s 6th MerryYear would be

2016
Remembrance
and Reflection
Jeongtae Kim

MYSC CEO

“the growth of an innovation company to help innovation companies.”
A question arose when corporate social innovation was designed
and executed as a sustainable business model to solve various
social issues and social inequality.
“How can we invite more companies/organizations to participate in
social innovation and make social innovation increasingly sustainable?”
What seemed to be an overwhelming question was then redefined
through design thinking, MYSC’s core solution.
“Are we, ourselves, actually creating social innovation as an
organization that preaches it?”
“Are we, ourselves, a socially innovative company as a company
that helps social innovation companies?”
Taking on these more transparent questions challenged MYSC
in 2016 with a much needed change by establishing an
intrapreneurship culture and encouraging each member of
the company to pursue change as an intrapreneur.
The transition and growth of each member as an intrapreneur
resulted in astonishing learning and insight, as well as experiencing
financial growth and social impact.
The theme of the 6th MerryYear is “like ivy, creating connections
while going forward.”Being a connector and mediator between
various sectors, we want to share a few stories where many people
came together to use the walls of reality as their own canvas.
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Blue
Print

Financial
Growth

Social
Impact

+ Sales: Total sales in 2016 were at 230 million won (KRW),
a 22% increase compared to last year.
+ Profit and Loss: There was a turnaround of 140 million won (KRW)
in operating profits (net profit of 200 million won)

Social issues in Highlight
+ Corporate Social Innovation
(SAP Korea, Hyundai Motor Group, Eisai Korea Inc., E-LAND, etc.)

+ Improving Lives of People with Disabilities
(AIN, CoffeeJia, You First, Amuse Travel, MODUDA, UAYae, Play31, Peach Market,
Test Works, etc.)

+ Educational Equality for Children (SIB Children with Borderline Intelligence)
+ Education for Youth Empowerment (Participation Programs for College Students)

Environmental
Responsibility

•Corporate Social Innovation

•Educational Equality
for Children
•Education for Youth
Empowerment

•Solving Poverty
•Empowering Vulnerable Social
Groups to Dissolve Social Inequality
•Creating jobs for people with
disabilities

•Strengthening Partnerships
(Collective Impact)

MYSC strives towards becoming a responsible leader by contributing
to develop a healthier social innovation ecosystem.Therefore in 2016,
we participated in these programs.
•B Corp Ambassadorship
Expanding and consulting the B Corp movement in Korea

•Regional Ambassador for the League of Intrapreneurs
Vitalizing and supporting intrapreneurs in Korea

•Hanyang-Seongsu Social Innovation Cluster Collaboration
(Business and Academic Cooperation Association)
Founded and supported a collaborative association with Hanyang
University and the Seongsu region

Global
Alliances

•Taiwan (Participated in the B Corp Asia Forum - Conducted an international SDG workshop)
•Germany (Participated in the BMW Responsible Leaders Forum)
•Uganda (KOICA Monitoring & Evaluation Visitation)
•America (Participated in the Global Social Intrapreneur Summit)
•VIetnam-Indonesia-Cambodia (KOICA Acceleration Program Preparation)
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MYSC
Introduction
SOCIAL
PROBLEM

BUSINESS

SOCIAL
INNOVATION

Merry Year Social Company (MYSC) is an organization
specialized in social innovation consulting and
impact investing.
As a partner to all organizations that want to cause
social change, we aim for social innovation through
business.
“Merry year” means the year of jubilee.
The year of jubilee stands for a world where social
inequality and marginalization no longer exists, and
all people can lead decent lives.
Merry Year Social Company is putting into action
the spirit of the the year of jubilee.
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Three
Innovative
Strategies

Tri-sector
Collective
Innovation

In order to solve the root of social problems, cooperation is
needed between the public, corporate, and social sectors,
rather than having separate approaches.
MYSC plans and operates various cross-sector projects through
consulting, incubating, training, and investing, all while
understanding the inherent language and value of each sector.

Human
-centered
Approach
Innovation

In order to develop sustainable solutions to social problems,
there is a need for human-centered approaches which put the
person directly concerned and stakeholders at the center,
instead of skill or program-based solutions. MYSC provides
consulting services to help clients redefine problems and
develop human-centered solutions based on human-centered
approaches, such as design thinking.

Shared Value
Creation
Innovation

In order for social problems to become the basis for new
opportunities in the future society, shared values need to be
operated between the for-profit and non-profit entities involved
in social problems. MYSC provides consulting and investing
in large corporation and social ventures pursuing both financial
value and social impact.
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Intraprenuer
Introductions
Jeongtae Kim

CEO

80% of cultivating intrapreneurs is
about happily embarking on the path
of adventure without losing your faith.
The remaining 20% is to embark on
that journey with amazing colleagues.
MYSC is a time and place that allows me
to go on this thrilling adventure with
outstanding partners day after day.

Jiae Hong

Yeji Lee

Senior Consultant

Just as people depend on the firm axis
of a compass to find the way, I want to
maintain balance while continuously
seeking for the righteous way. I will
strive to be an intrapreneur who shares
that direction with those around me as
I work in the midst of an organization
that grows and changes with each year.

Researcher

I dream of an amazing day filled with
people I love, marvelous nature, and
the joy of growth. Just as much as
today has been given to me, I hope
that the today's of others will shine
even brighter. I will continue to firmly
walk towards a happier tomorrow
where imagination and desires can
become reality. I wish to walk this
path with you, even now.

Jihyun Kim
Miso Na

Design Assistant

I will create a beautiful world through
design, not for my own life, but for
the lives of others. I hope to be used
as a designer that helps people to
their feet and communicate love
to others through design.

Creative Director

When one finds their own self, their
proper place, that is when they shine.
I want to be a person who helps others
find their true colors and shine in their
daily lives. I will become a companion
to help find your lost self, emotion,
and place.
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JainYoo
Saeeun Kim

Senior Researcher

Each day, I learn and grow with every
step. I will make an effort for each small
accomplishment I make in my position
to permeate into our society and bring
about virtuous growth. I will work
towards converting each moment of
my concerns and efforts into meaningful
actions for others.

CFO

I would like to be an ascendable hill
rather than a high soaring mountain.
In that way, I will support small attempts
that work towards creating a society
where all can live happily together.

Jiyeon Jeong

"Each problem we have has the ability
to be solved.There just needs to be one
person who devotes their life to solve that
problem." I work to discover opportunities
out of problems and restore values that
have disappeared from the world.

Hyewon Kim
Jungho Park

Eunjin Lee

Researcher

I learn and continue to learn
how to resolve various complicated
social issues by meeting various
stakeholders. I want to be able to
manage the tasks assigned to me
while treating people and work with
sincerity.

CSO

Like a cup of coffee that has been
served with sincerity, I want to
present small solutions that create
change in society. I look forward
to these solutions becoming
movements and points of change
in society.Therefore, in the future,
I dream that this world will be a place
just as good, if not better, for my two
daughters to live in.

Managing Consultant

Assistant Manager

I want to do valuable work.
I want to help others do valuable work.
As I eagerly await the day that these
values change the world, I want to
extend my small, but helping, hands.
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Intraprenuer
Introductions

Wonhee Kim
Hoeyoung Lee

Researcher

I believe that making the obvious not
so obvious and a heart that doesn't
settle for familiarity can incite change.
I will accompany efforts to create
innovation by questioning, testing,
and taking on challenges.

I try to be a person who thinks more
about the "why" rather than the
"how." I try to be a person who
draws meaning from life.This being
the main principle of my life, I will
actively move with each moment.

Anna Kang
Hongil Kim

Service Designer

I strive to create appropriate designs for
people by having a deep identification
and understanding of them. By accumulating
those designs, I desire to create a better
culture and a better world.

Researcher

Senior Researcher

I eagerly await for sustainable changes,
through social innovation and impact
business, to occur in the lives of everyone
I meet and work with. I hope to live a life
that satisfies the needs of others and society
by cultivating my resources and strengths.
While being thankful for each day that is
given to me, I will explore, entertain, and
encourage all the more every day.
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MYSC is composed of labs that experiments the various

MYSC’s
Innovation
Lab

hypotheses of social innovation and teams that help execute
those projects.
The Social Innovation Lab, Sustainability Solution Lab,
and Design Solution Lab create various projects in civil society,
global, and design fields to fulfill the common value of social
innovation.
The Business PlanningTeam and PublicationTeam take on
the role of executing the projects designed by each lab through
management support and spreading innovative language.
Presented here are the labs and teams that come together
to make MYSC’s Innovation Lab.

SOCIAL
INNOVATION
LAB

SUSTAIN
-ABILITY
SOLUTION
LAB

Companion to the
Innovation Journey
Designer to the
Innovation Experience

DESIGN
SOLUTION
LAB

Facilitator to the
Innovation Culture

BUSINESS
PLANNING
TEAM

PUBLICATION
TEAM
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MYSC’s
Innovation
Lab

Social
Innovation
Lab

As the companion to the Innovation Journey, the Social
Innovation Lab joins the client at the front lines of innovation.
For clients taking their first steps towards social innovation,
they will work together with the Social Innovation Lab to
create and experiment various innovation hypotheses they
have never attempted to before, as well as internalize learning
and growth from the Innovation Journey.
The Social Innovation Lab has worked with large and mid-sized
enterprises to plan socially innovative businesses.They have also
contributed to the expansion of a more sustainable social impact
by creating connections with and incubating social ventures.
They have also helped more people experience social innovation
through related training and workshops.

Sustainability
Solution Lab

As the facilitator to the Innovation Culture, the Sustainability
Solution Lab helps clients create more long-term positive
social change through proposing sustainable management
and development solutions. Clients, together with the
Sustainability Solution Lab, will go beyond each business
to establish a culture of innovation as social impact through
business philosophy and value chain.
The Sustainability Solution Lab started their activity as an ambassador
to B Corp, a new capitalistic movement with stakeholders at its center.
They are also continuing to connect businesses with the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) established by the UN through business
planning, consulting businesses on CSR, and supporting the
businesses of social ventures from developing countries, among
other works.
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Design
Solution
Lab

As the designer for the Innovation Experience, the Design
Solution Lab contributes to the mainstreaming of social
innovation through design and creativity, as well as spreading
the experience of innovation. Clients work with the Design
Solution Lab to tactfully make innovative ideas, and secure
their ability to autonomously reproduce innovation through
the Innovation Experience.
The Design Solution Lab runs training on design thinking to allow
people to experience the innovative thought process, create service
design centered on owners of public sectors, internalize the value of
social innovation through brand consulting, and incubate social
ventures based on business design, among other things.

Business
Planning
Team

The Business PlanningTeam is responsible for business
planning and establishing management goals.They also
secure budgets and manage project results in order for
the social innovative projects and activities created by each
lab can be implemented. From a financial perspective, the
team also proposes practical business solutions to
companies in the social sector for them to effectively operate
their businesses.
As a business, the Business PlanningTeam made impact investments
to three companies that pursue social impact, and they officially began
operating the subsidiary company MerryYear Management Solution
(MYMS) to help social ventures/social enterprises through financial
consulting and management support.

The
Publication
Team

The PublicationTeam plans and publishes various contents
to help social innovation become a more universal language.
If design thinking, appropriate technology, social enterprises,
and so on were more responsible for circulating and developing
pioneering contents in the field of social innovation in the past,
the Publication team will work harder towards spreading the
story of social innovation to the Korean society even more.
The PublicationTeam has published three books through its own
brand, Edit the World.
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COLLECTIVE
COLLECTIVE
IMPACT
IMPACT
INTRAPRENEUR

MYSC
Innovation
Tree

SOCIAL
SOCIAL
IMPACT
IMPACT

IMPACT
IMPACT
INVESTING
INVESTING

MYSC continues to unceasingly
cultivate the development of social innovation.

of social ventures
we worked with

of business partners
we worked with

of participants in
trainings workshops

310

29

620
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OPEN
OPEN
INNOVATION
INNOVATION

SOCIAL
SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEUR
ENTREPRENEUR

DESIGN
DESIGN
THINKING
THINKING

SUSTAINABILITY
SUSTAINABILITY
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of crowdfunding participants
for publication contents

of participants in conferences
to spread recognition of
social innovation

of impact
investments

240

620
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